
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

 
-------------------------------------------------------x 
In re: 
        Chapter 11 
CONNECTIONS COMMUNITY SUPPORT    
PROGRAMS, INC.,      Case No. 21-10723-MFW 
 

Debtor.1 
------------------------------------------------------x 
CONNECTIONS COMMUNITY SUPPORT  
PROGRAMS, INC., 
 
    Plaintiff,    Adv. Proc. No. ________________ 
 

-against- 
 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and  
THE STATE OF DELAWARE, 
 
    Defendants. 
------------------------------------------------------x 
 

VERIFIED ADVERSARY COMPLAINT  
FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

 
Pursuant to Rules 7001 and 7065 of the of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure (the 

“Bankruptcy Rules”), section 105(a) of title 11 of the United States Code 11 U.S.C. §§ 101-1532 

(as amended, the “Bankruptcy Code”), and 28 U.S.C. § 2201, the above-captioned debtor and 

debtor-in-possession, Connections Community Support Programs, Inc. (“Connections” or the 

“Debtor”), brings this Adversary Proceeding seeking an order (i) declaring the 11 U.S.C. § 362(a) 

automatic stay applicable to claims asserted directly by the United States of America (the “United 

States”) and the State of Delaware (the “State,” and with the United States, collectively, the 

“Government Defendants”) through Complaints in partial Intervention (the “Complaints in 

 
1  The Debtor in this chapter 11 case, along with the last four digits of its tax identification number, is as follows: 

Connections Community Support Programs, Inc. (3030).  The address of the Debtor’s corporate headquarters is 
3812 Lancaster Pike, Wilmington, Delaware 19805. 
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Intervention”) filed in the action entitled United States of America, and the State of Delaware, ex 

rel. Malika Spruill and Douglas Spruill v. Connections Community Support Programs, Inc. and 

Cathy Devaney McKay, Civil Action No. 19-475-CFC, pending in the United States District Court 

for the District of Delaware (the “Qui Tam Action”), or, alternatively, (ii) enjoining, pursuant to 

11 U.S.C. § 105(a), further prosecution of the claims asserted in the Complaints in Intervention in 

the Qui Tam Action , and any related claims, for a period of 120 days while the Debtor pursues its 

reorganization.  In support of this Adversary Complaint, the Debtor avers as follows: 

NATURE OF THE ACTION AND THE NEED FOR RELIEF 

1. This is an Adversary Proceeding brought pursuant to Rules 7001 and 7065 of the 

Bankruptcy Rules, section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, and 28 U.S.C. § 2201, seeking an order 

(i) declaring the 11 U.S.C. § 362(a) automatic stay applicable to claims asserted by the Government 

Defendants through Complaints in Intervention in the Qui Tam Action, or, alternatively, (ii) 

preliminary and finally enjoining further prosecution of the claims asserted in the Complaints in 

Intervention in the Qui Tam Action for period of 120 days while the Debtor pursues its 

reorganization. 

2. The Qui Tam Action was originally commenced by Malika Spruill and Douglas 

Spruill (the “Relators”) on behalf of the Government Defendants (the “Relator Claims”).  The 

Relator Claims asserted in the Qui Tam Action are already automatically stayed under 11 U.S.C. 

§ 362(a).   

3. The relief requested in this Adversary Proceeding is being sought against the 

Government Defendants (i) to confirm the Debtor’s statutory protections under 11 U.S.C. § 362(a), 

(ii) to safeguard the Debtor’s assets, (iii) to avoid irreparable harm to the Debtor’s estate, (iv) to 

enable the Debtors to achieve a successful reorganization through a sale of substantially all of its 
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assets as a going concern and a transition to a buyer, (v) to ensure a seamless continuation of 

critical healthcare services the Debtor provides to over 10,000 residents of Delaware, including 

some or most of those critical healthcare services being provided to the underserved and most 

vulnerable population of the State as well as a significant number of veterans, and (v) to preserve 

as many of the 1100 essential jobs that the Debtor’s employees perform every day to provide 

critical healthcare services to Delaware residents.   

4. Continued prosecution of the Government Defendants’ intervenor claims in the Qui 

Tam Action will significantly impair the Debtor’s statutory protections under 11 U.S.C. § 362(a) 

and, over the next 120 days, will significantly distract from the Debtor’s reorganization and 

transition efforts, potentially stall or halt the reorganization and transition process to the new buyer, 

interfere with the Debtor’s continued services to Delaware residents and will cause the Debtor to 

incur additional legal expense.  Furthermore, representatives of the State of Delaware have 

indicated to the Debtor that this transition and non-interruption of services is critical to their 

constituencies and as outlined would interfere with the process. 

5. By contrast, the Government Defendants will suffer little, if any, prejudice by virtue 

of enforcing the automatic stay or enjoining the Qui Tam Action for 120 days.  Most importantly, 

the Government Defendants claims involve alleged billing practices that, to the best of our 

knowledge, no longer occur, and again to the best of our knowledge, there are no ongoing 

violations of any law impacting the public welfare that requires an immediate order requiring the 

Debtor to cease and desist.  Therefore, there is no urgency associated with Government Defendants 

liquidating their claims immediately.  Indeed, these actions that are the subject of the Qui Tam 

Action occurred between 2016 and 2019, when the Qui Tam Action was initially commenced, but 

the Government Defendants waited until 2021 to intervene in that action.  The Government 
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Defendants now want to rush forward with the Qui Tam Action, after their two-year delay, rather 

than accord the Debtor 120 days to complete the sale and transition of its material assets and to 

formulate a plan of liquidation for the benefit of all stakeholders.   

6. Moreover, (i) the Government Defendant’s claims will be preserved, not lost, 

during the period, (ii) a delay in the Government Defendant’s prosecution of the Action does not 

constitute “particularized harm” sufficient to contest injunctive relief, and (iii) even if the 

Government Defendants were permitted to proceed and obtained a judgment in the next 120 days, 

enforcement of any such judgment would nevertheless be automatically stayed 11 U.S.C. §§ 

362(a)(1) and (b)(4) and would be resolved, along with other creditor claims, including the Relator 

Claims, as part of the bankruptcy claims process.   

7. Accordingly, declaring the automatic stay applicable or, alternatively, entry of an 

order enjoining the Government Defendants’ claims in the Qui Tam Action and any related or 

similar judicial proceedings for 120 days is necessary and justified. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

8. The Court has jurisdiction over this adversary proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 

157 and 1334 and the Amended Standing Order of Reference from the United States District Court 

for the District of Delaware, dated February 29, 2012.  

9. This adversary proceeding is a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 

157(b)(2)(A) and (O).  Pursuant to Rules 7008-1 and 9013-1(f) of the Local Rules of Bankruptcy 

Practice and Procedure of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware, the 

Debtors consent to the entry of a final order by the Court in connection with this adversary 

proceeding to the extent it is later determined that the Court, absent consent of the parties, cannot 

enter final orders or judgments consistent with Article III of the United States Constitution. 
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10. Jurisdiction is also proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201-2202 in that there exists 

an actual justiciable controversy as to which the Debtor requires a declaration of its rights by this 

Court and injunctive relief precluding further prosecution of the Governmental Defendants’ claims 

in the Qui Tam Action.   

11. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409. 

THE PARTIES 

12. Plaintiff Connections is a non-profit corporation duly organized and existing under 

the laws of the State of Delaware.  Connection’s principal place of business is located at 3821 

Lancaster Pike, Wilmington, DE, 19805. 

13. Defendant United States has commenced, by a Complaint in Intervention in the Qui 

Tam Action, an intervenor action on behalf of the United States Department of Health and Human 

Services (“HHS”), and its operating division, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 

(“CMS”).  CMS administers the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 

14. Defendant State commenced an action by a Complaint in Intervention into the Qui 

Tam Action on behalf of its Department of Health and Social Services (“DHHS”). 

15. Non-parties Malika Spruill and Douglas Spruill are the Relators in the Qui Tam 

Action. 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

The Debtor Provides Necessary Services to Delaware Residents  

16. The Debtor is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) health and human services organization 

that operates over 100 service locations throughout the State of Delaware and employs more than 

1,100 employees.  The Debtor exists to pursue its mission of providing therapy and other 
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treatment services to its patients for addiction, mental health, and intellectual disabilities issues.  

Most of the services the Debtor provides are to the underserved residents of the State of Delaware. 

17. To provide its services, the Debtor’s management and employees are closely 

involved in servicing and managing the Debtor’s day-to-day business and service activities on 

behalf of Delaware residents with limited resources and roadblocks attributable to the Covid-19 

pandemic.   

18. Moreover, the Debtor maintains provider numbers, licenses and agreements as are 

necessary that the Debtor’s management and employees manage.  Without relevant provider 

numbers, licenses and agreements, and performance thereunder, the Debtor, and any successor of 

the Debtor, would not be able to provide the critical services the Debtor provides to thousands of 

Delaware residents on a day-to-day basis.  

19. On April 19, 2021 (the “Petition Date”), the Debtor filed a voluntary petition for 

relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 

District of Delaware, thereby commencing this case (the “Chapter 11 Case”).    

20. The factual background regarding the Debtor, including its business operations, its 

capital and debt structure, and the events leading to the filing of this Chapter 11 Case, is set forth 

in the Declaration of Robert D. Katz in Support of the Debtor’s Chapter 11 Petition and First Day 

Pleadings (the “First Day Declaration”), which is fully incorporated herein by reference.  

21. As explained in the First Day Declaration and as detailed in further proceedings in 

this Chapter 11 Case, the Debtor commenced this Chapter 11 Case with the goal of attempting to 

effectuate an expeditious sale of its operations, as a going concern, to (i) allow its mission to 

provide critical healthcare services to over 10,000 residents of Delaware every year to proceed 

with little or no interruption and (ii) to preserve as many of its 1,100 employees’ jobs as is possible. 
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The Qui Tam Action 

22. On or about March 7, 2019, two of the Debtor’s former employees – the Relators – 

commenced the Qui Tam Action.   

23. On June 26, 2019, the Relators filed a First Amended Complaint (the “First 

Amended Complaint”) in the Qui Tam Action.  Although Connections became aware of the Qui 

Tam Action, the original complaint and First Amended Complaint were filed under seal and were 

inaccessible until April 9, 2021. 

24. Upon information and belief, having been prompted by the original sealed 

complaint in the Qui Tam Action, the United States opened an investigation against Connections 

concerning certain billing issues, among other matters.   

25. On April 9, 2021, the United States filed a Notice of Partial Intervention and a 

Complaint in Intervention (the “US Complaint”) joining in the Qui Tam Action.  (A copy of the 

US Complaint is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”). 

26. As a result of the Notice of Partial Intervention, the District Court in the Qui Tam 

Action ordered the action unsealed, including unsealing the First Amended Complaint.   

27. The US Complaint in the Qui Tam Action asserts two causes of action against 

Connections under the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733, relating to alleged false records 

and false claims for reimbursement though the United States’ Medicare and Medicaid programs, 

and in the State of Delaware, through its DSAMH programs.  

28. On April 12, 2021, the State of Delaware filed a Notice of Intervention in the Qui 

Tam Action. 
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29. On April 16, 2021, the State of Delaware filed its First Intervenor Complaint (the 

“Delaware Complaint”) in which it intervened, in part, in the Qui Tam Action.  (A copy of the 

Delaware Complaint is attached hereto as Exhibit “B”).   

30. The Delaware Complaint asserts two causes of action against Connections under 

the Delaware False Claims and Reporting Act, 6 Del. C. § 1201 et seq. (the “DFCRA”), relating 

to alleged false records and false claims for reimbursement which constitute violations of the False 

Claims Act.  

31. By stipulation of the parties, the Debtor’s response to the US Complaint and the 

Delaware Complaint is due on July 1, 2021.   

32. On May 27, 2021, the United States filed a Motion for Determination that 

Automatic Stay does not Bar Continuation of Present Litigation in the Qui Tam Action.  On May 

28, 2021, the State joined in the motion. 

The Debtor’s Insurer Denies Coverage 

33. Following the filing of the US Complaint, on April 12, 2021, Connections’ 

insurance agent, Arthur Hall Insurance, submitted timely claim notices for insurance coverage 

under Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company Commercial Lines Policy No. PHSD1586185, 

(the “D&O Policy”).   

34. The Debtor maintains and owns the D&O Policy and contends that the D&O Policy 

covers “Defense Costs” and other “Loss” attributable to the claims asserted in the US Complaint 

and the Delaware Complaint.   

35. On or about May 4, 2021, Connections’ legal counsel submitted timely notices to 

the Underwriter for insurance coverage of Defense Costs and indemnification under the D&O 

Policy in connection with the claims asserted in the Qui Tam Action, (including in the First 
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Amended Complaint, the DOJ Complaint and the Delaware Complaint).  Connections also 

demanded advancement of Defense Costs under the D&O Policy. 

36. On June 2, 2021, the underwriter of the D&O Policy agreed to coverage for certain 

claims asserted in the First Amended Complaint but denied coverage for Defense Costs or other 

Loss relating to the claims asserted in the US Complaint and the Delaware Complaint (the “Claim 

Rejection Notice”).   

37. The Debtor rejects the conclusions in the Claim Rejection Notice.  In the meantime, 

however, the Debtor will be forced to incur unnecessary legal expense to defend the claims asserted 

by the Governmental Defendants in the Qui Tam Action and suffer unnecessary interference with 

its ongoing attempts to complete its sale and reorganization process.  The Debtor has little to no 

monetary or human resources with which to defend the Qui Tam Action, and further interference 

and cost could, as explained previously, jeopardize its ability to transition its business to the 

Purchaser successfully.   

The Debtor’s Continuing Obligations and Burdens   

38. Given the serious state of its financial condition, as set forth in the First Day 

Declaration, the Debtor engaged in a robust marketing process to find one or more potential 

purchasers for all or substantially all its assets as a going concern.   

39. To maintain its services to its patients and to preserve as many of its employees’ 

jobs as possible, concluding a sale of the Debtor’s assets promptly and transition those assets to a 

buyer, without distraction, is necessary for the benefit of all stakeholders. 

40. The Debtor’s efforts were successful in locating a Stalking Horse Bidder to 

purchase certain of the Debtor’s assets (the “Acquired Assets”) and assume certain of its 

liabilities.   
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41. On April 21, 2021 and April 30, 2021, the Debtor entered into Asset Purchase 

Agreements to sell the Acquired Assets, subject to higher or better offers, in accordance with 

approved bidding procedures and approval of this Court.  

42. In accordance with bidding procedures approved by this Court on May 18, 2021, 

the Debtor conducted an auction of its material assets and operations on June 4, 2021.  The Stalking 

Horse Bidder was the successful bidder at the auction.  The Debtor’s intent is to close on the sale 

to the Stalking Horse Bidder (also referred to as the “Purchaser”) on or before June 15, 2021. 

43. A crucial component of the Debtor’s sale, as reflected in the Asset Purchase 

Agreement between the Debtor and the Purchaser, is the Debtor’s covenant to maintain and to 

continue operating the Debtor’s business during the period between the auction and the closing of 

the sale.  The continued operation of the Debtor’s business during the interim period will require 

almost in its entirety the ongoing and significant focus and time of the Debtor’s management and 

employees. 

44. Another crucial component of the Debtor’s sale was the Debtor’s and the 

Purchaser’s entry into a Transition Services Agreement (the “TSA”).   

45. In particular, the Debtor and the Purchaser recognize, that pursuant to the purchase 

agreement and TSA, a transition period into August 2021 is necessary for a successful transition 

of the purchased operations to the Purchaser.  The focus of the Debtor’s management is necessary 

and required unconditionally to ensure a successful transition.  

46. Among many other things, the Purchaser has or will need to apply for certain of its 

own provider numbers, licenses and agreements as may be necessary to continue the operations of 

the programs sold by the Debtor.  The necessary provider numbers, licenses and agreements relate 

to services provided to, among others: the Delaware Department of Health and Social Services, 
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Division of Substance Abuse and Mental Health; the Delaware Department of Health and Social 

Services, Division of Developmental Disabilities Services; the Delaware Department of Health 

and Social Services, Division of Public Health; the Delaware Department of Health and Social 

Services, Division of Health Care Quality (Long Term Care licensure); the Delaware Department 

of Services for Children, Youth and Their Families, Division of Prevention and Behavioral Health 

Services; the Delaware Department of Services for Children, Youth and Their Families, Division 

of Youth Rehabilitative Services; and the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs. 

47. As stated in the TSA, the Purchaser may not receive certain licenses and agreements 

as may be necessary to continue the operations of the programs sold by the Debtor by the closing 

date.  During the period that the Purchaser remains without such necessary agreements and 

documents, the Debtor has agreed under the TSA to enable the Purchaser to operate, as the 

Debtor’s agent.  The continued services in this regard will require the focus of the Debtor’s 

management and employees during a transition period to ensure critical services continue to be 

provided until the Purchaser can obtain the necessary licenses, agreements and other documents.  

48. Moreover, the Debtor and the Purchaser recognize the importance of the sale to the 

thousands of Delaware residents that receive services and that, therefore, an orderly transition of 

the Debtor’s operations to the Purchaser is necessary.  Thus, under the TSA, the Debtor agreed to 

continue providing, among other items and resources, numbers, billing codes, usernames, account 

information, authorization information, and other information the Purchaser reasonably needs to 

operate, have authorized, bill for and timely collect payments for services rendered and products 

provided by the Debtor in connection with the continued services after the closing date for an 

extended period.  The Debtor’s current management and employees will be consumed with 
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assisting the purchaser during the transition period to continue providing services and ensure a 

smooth transition. 

49. More specifically, the Debtor currently provides services to adults and children at 

various levels along the continuum of care, from long- and short-term residential programs, 

community- and home-based programs, outpatient programs, medication assisted treatment 

(MAT), peer support programs, recovery residences and now telehealth services.  The Debtor’s 

patients come from a variety of contexts in the community, including individuals living 

independently, group homes, recovery residences, supportive housing, intact families, justice 

involved, and returning from incarceration, residential, and out-of-home placements.  These 

services are provided throughout the entire state and geography of Delaware. 

50. The Debtor has five primary lines of business - (i) psychiatric/behavioral health 

services, (ii) substance use disorder treatment, (iii) housing and veterans’ services, (iv) intellectual 

disabilities services, and (v) operation support services.  The debtor leases four hundred and eight 

(408) properties (including 389 leased facilities associated with housing and veterans’ services) 

and owns forty-eight (48) properties. 

51. To fulfill its mission and provide a full array of support services for some of 

Delaware’s most vulnerable citizens, the Debtor also owns or manages certain active non-debtor 

affiliates that either, in turn, own property housing patients of the Debtor or that are currently 

developing affordable housing options in Delaware.   

52. During the transition period under the TSA, the Debtor’s management team and 

employees will be consumed with continuing to assist the Purchaser in providing the critical 

services set forth above while also facilitating the transition of all the Debtor’s programs, 

employees, assets and properties to the Purchaser. 
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53. In addition, while the transition to the Purchaser is proceeding, the Debtor’s 

management team and employees will also be working with the Committee and lender to formulate 

a plan of liquidation and wind down of its remaining operations.  The formulation of a plan and 

the continued wind-down of operations will require the additional focus of the Debtor’s 

management and remaining employees.   

54. Forcing the Debtor, its management team, and employees to defend the 

Government Defendants’ claims in the Qui Tam Action while the sale, transition and plan process 

are ongoing would violate to the spirit and very purpose of the automatic stay and will be untenable 

and irreparably harm the Debtor’s estate also potentially jeopardizing the completion and transition 

to the new Purchaser.   

55. At this critical time, the Debtor must have its management team and employees 

focused on providing critical client services and transitioning the Debtor’s complex operations for 

the benefit of all parties in interest.  Actively litigating with a small group of creditors would be a 

huge and unnecessary distraction to the detriment of all other parties in interest in this case. 

56. Given their day-to-day roles, the Debtor’s current management – including William 

Northey (the Debtor’s CEO) and Steven Davis (the Debtor’s General Counsel) will be unavailable 

to assist in litigation challenging the very heart of the Debtor’s past business practices.   The 

necessary involvement of current management in defending the Qui Tam Action would certainly 

shift their attention away from the Debtor’s reorganization process for the benefit of all 

stakeholders.   

57. Moreover, defending the Qui Tam Action would continue to impose a significant 

financial burden on the Debtor, including, but not limited to, continued uninsured attorneys’ fees 

and other substantial litigation expenses incurred as part of discovery and motion practice.  These 
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resources are currently needed to complete the Debtor’s successful sale and consummation process 

on behalf of all stakeholders, including the Government Defendants. 

58. By contrast, confirming the automatic stay or entering injunctive relief for the 

coming 120 days will in no way prejudice the Government Defendants.  The Government 

Defendants’ claims will be liquidated in due course as with any other claim.  

CAUSES OF ACTION 

COUNT I 

(DECLARATORY JUDGMENT UNDER 11 U.S.C. § 362(A) AND 28 U.S.C. § 2201) 

59. The Debtor incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 54 

inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 

60. Section 362(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code operates as a stay  

applicable to all entities, of the commencement or 
continuation . . . of a judicial, administrative, or other action 
or proceeding against the debtor that was or could have been 
commenced before the commencement of the case under this 
title, or to recover a claim against the debtor that arose before 
the commencement of the case under this title. 
 

11 U.S.C. § 362(a)(1). 

61. The Debtor seeks a judgment declaring that any continued prosecution of the 

Government Claims in the otherwise stayed Qui Tam Action would be inconsistent with the 

automatic stay under Section 362(a) of the Bankruptcy Code. 

62. The Government Claims in the Qui Tam Action do not fall within the exception to 

the automatic stay for actions brought “by a governmental unit to enforce such government unit’s 

police or regulatory power.”  11 U.S.C. § 362(b)(4). 
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63. At the heart of the Government Defendant’s claims were instances in the past in 

which the Debtor submitted claims for payment for services in a manner that purportedly violated 

applicable laws, rules and procedures, and thus the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A).   

64. In the Qui Tam Action, the Government Defendants primarily seek pecuniary 

recovery from the Debtor for past events in the form of “damages” and “unjust enrichment,” not 

to enforce its police power to prevent a continuing threat to public health, safety or welfare.  

Indeed, nothing in the US Complaint or the Delaware Complaint even suggests that the Debtor is 

continuing to violate the False Claims Act.   

65. The Debtor no longer submits reimbursement claims in a manner that purportedly 

violate applicable laws, rules and procedures and thus the False Claims Act.  

66. Under these circumstances, where the Government Defendants seek pecuniary 

relief and where any continuing threat to public health, safety or welfare has abated, the exception 

to the automatic stay in Section 362(b)(4) of the Bankruptcy Code is inapplicable.  

67.  The Court should, therefore, grant the Debtor a judgment declaring the automatic 

stay under Section 362(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code applicable, and exception to the automatic 

stay in Section 362(b)(4) of the Bankruptcy Code inapplicable, to the Government Defendants’ 

claims in the Qui Tam Action.   
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COUNT II 
 

(INJUNCTION UNDER 11 U.S.C. § 105(A) AND FED. R. BANKR. P. 7065) 
 

68. The Debtor incorporates by reference the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 63 

inclusive, as though fully set forth herein. 

69. The Debtor seeks preliminary and final injunctive relief staying the Government 

claims in the Qui Tam Action for a period of 120 days under Section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy 

Code and Rule 7065 of the Bankruptcy Rules. 

70. Section 362(a)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code prohibits the commencement or 

continuation of any judicial proceeding against the Debtor to recover on claims that arose before 

the bankruptcy.   

71. An exception to the automatic stay applies under Section 362(b)(4) of the 

Bankruptcy Code in instances in which a governmental entity seeks to enforce its police power, to 

be sure.   

72. Regardless of whether Section 362(b)(4) applies and notwithstanding the 

exception, however, the Third Circuit recognizes that “in some individual situations, the exercise 

of State power, even for the protection of the public health and safety, may run so contrary to the 

policy of the Bankruptcy Code that it should not be permitted.”  In re Penn Terra, 733 F.2d 267, 

273 (3d Cir. 1984).   

73. The Bankruptcy Code in Section 105(a) “provides for such exigencies” and 

empowers the Court, in its discretion, to “issue an appropriate injunction, even if the automatic 

stay is not operative.”  Id.; see New Jersey v. W.R. Grace & Co. (In re W.R. Grace & Co.), 412 

B.R. 657, 665 (D. Del. 2009) (same). 
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74. Pursuant to Section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, a bankruptcy court may “issue 

any order, process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of [the 

Bankruptcy Code].”  11 U.S.C. § 105(a).   

75. In determining whether to stay an action under Section 105(a), bankruptcy courts 

consider the (1) reasonable likelihood of success, (2) the Debtor’s risk of irreparable harm, (3) any 

irreparable harm to be suffered by the defendant, and (4) the public interest. See W.R. Grace, 412 

B.R. at 665. 

76. Relief under Section 105(a) of the Bankruptcy Code is particularly appropriate in 

chapter 11 cases, such as the instant case, in which a Debtor requires a respite from costly and 

time-consuming litigation to focus upon the going concern sale and transition of the Debtor’s 

complex operations to the Purchaser, and the formulation of a plan of liquidation for the benefit of 

all parties in interest.  As asserted in Paragraph 75, if the Qui Tam Action is not stayed, the Debtor 

and its constituencies and stakeholders are at risk of irreparable harm.  

77. The reasonable likelihood of success factor evaluates the Debtor’s ability to 

complete its sale, transition and reorganization successfully. 

78. The Debtor has a reasonable likelihood of success because it located a Stalking 

Horse Bidder, entered into Asset Purchase Agreements with the Stalking Horse Bidder to sell the 

Acquired Assets, subject to higher or better offers, conducted a successful an auction of the 

Debtor’s material assets and operations on June 4, 2021, and is heading for a closing of that asset 

sale by June 15, 2021, with a transition period under the TSA occurring into August 2021 

thereafter.   

79. With a sale of the Debtor’s assets as a going concern and transition of the Debtor’s 

complex operations to the Purchaser, followed by a negotiation of a plan of liquidation in the 
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ensuing 60 to 90 days thereafter, there is a reasonable likelihood of success supporting injunctive 

relief within the confines of the Bankruptcy Code. 

80. If the Government Claims in the Qui Tam Action continue, the Debtor will likely 

suffer severe and irreparable harm, including, without limitation, the diversion of time and 

attention of key officers critical to the Debtor’s asset sale, the implementation of that sale and 

transition, including under the TSA, the Debtor’s reorganization, and the potential further 

impairment of Debtors’ assets through the expenditure of ongoing uninsured litigation expenses 

as well as potential harm to the clients that the Debtor serves, including some of the most 

vulnerable in the State of Delaware. 

81. Indeed, Defending the Qui Tam Action would continue to impose a significant 

financial, operational and personnel burden on the Debtor, including, but not limited to, continued 

uninsured attorneys’ fees and other substantial litigation expenses incurred as part of discovery 

and motion practice.  These resources should, instead, be directed towards the Debtor’s successful 

sale and consummation process, all of which are anticipated to occur in short order and in the 

coming months.   

82. The balance of hardships also weighs decidedly in favor of staying the Qui Tam 

Action against the Debtor.  The Government Defendants will in no way lose or forego their claims 

by virtue of the limited injunctive relief requested.   

83. The relief the Debtor requests will only delay resolution of the Qui Tam Action and 

the Government Defendants will either resolve their claims as part of the bankruptcy claims 

resolution process or in litigation after the completion of the requested 120-day stay period.   
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84. Indeed, the Government Defendants are unable to assert any “particularized harm” 

attributable to the delay in litigation the Debtor requests, other than the short delay itself.  Delay 

is not a particularized harm that weighs against injunctive relief.   

85. Moreover, even if the Government Defendants obtained a money judgment in the 

next 120 days, enforcement of any such money judgment would be automatically stayed under 

Sections 362(a)(1) and (b)(4) of the Bankruptcy Code and would be resolved, along with other 

creditor claims, as part of the bankruptcy claims process.  The Government Defendants, 

accordingly, will suffer no practical prejudice from a stay of the Qui Tam Action. 

86. Staying the Qui Tam Action against the Debtor for 120 days will also further the 

public interest by promoting the Debtor’s sale and transition efforts, while permitting the Debtor 

and its successor to continue the mission to provide critical healthcare services to over 10,000 

Delaware residents and to preserve as many of its 1,100 employees’ jobs as is possible.   

87. Conversely, the Debtor’s distraction in defending the Qui Tam Action and failure 

to complete the sale of its material assets or to transition its business successfully would likely 

result in a material interference with the critical healthcare services the Debtor provides and in a 

termination of or downsizing its remaining employees. 

88. Moreover, there is no need for immediate governmental police action.  The 

allegedly improper claims practices that form the basis for the US Complaint and the Delaware 

Complaint occurred between two and four years ago and have been suppressed, and the Debtor 

has implemented procedures so that claims going forward are properly prepared and submitted. 

89. Accordingly, it is unlikely that a brief delay in the Qui Tam Action will result in 

the events that form the basis for the claims in the action reoccurring. 
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90. The limited requested injunction staying the Government Defendants’ claims in the 

Qui Tam Action against the Debtor for 120 days is therefore warranted. 

91. Accordingly, the Court should grant the Debtor preliminary and final injunctive 

relief staying the Qui Tam Action for 120 days. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, the Debtor respectfully requests that the Court: 

A. Enter an order on Count I declaring the automatic stay in 11 U.S.C. § 362(a)(1) 
applicable to the Government Defendants’ claims in the Qui Tam Action;  

 
B. Enter an order granting the Debtor preliminary relief staying further prosecution of 

the Government Defendants’ claims in the Qui Tam Action pending a resolution of 
this Adversary Proceeding;  

 
C. On Count II above, enter a final order staying the Government Defendants’ claims 

in the Qui Tam Action against the Debtor for 120 days; and 
 

D. Enter an order granting the Debtor such other and further relief as the Court deems 
warranted. 
 

Dated: June 9, 2021 
 Wilmington, Delaware  CHIPMAN BROWN CICERO & COLE, LLP 
 
 
      By:/s/ William E. Chipman, Jr.   
      William E. Chipman, Jr. (No. 3818) 
      Mark L. Desgrosseilliers (No. 4083) 

Hercules Plaza 
1313 North Market Street, Suite 5400 
Wilmington, Delaware 19801 
Telephone:  (302) 295-0191 
Email: chipman@chipmanbrown.com  

       desgross@chipmanbrown.com 
    

Attorneys for the Debtor 
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VERIFICATION 
 

  Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I, Robert Katz, verify under penalty of perjury that the facts 

alleged in the foregoing Verified Complaint are true and correct, except as to matters therein stated 

to be alleged on information and belief and, as to those matters, I believe them to be true and 

correct.  

Executed on June 09, 2021 
 

        RobertD. Katz_ 
         Robert Katz 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

____________________________________ 
      ) 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,   ) 
AND THE STATE OF DELAWARE, )   
ex rel. MALIKA SPRUILL and  ) 
DOUGLAS SPRUILL,   ) 
      ) Civil Action No. 19-475-CFC 
  Plaintiffs,   )  
      )  
CONNECTIONS COMMUNITY  ) 
SUPPORT PROGRAMS, INC,  ) 
      )  
  Defendant.   ) 
____________________________________) 
 

UNITED STATES’ COMPLAINT IN INTERVENTION  
 
 The UNITED STATES OF AMERICA hereby alleges as follows: 

1. The United States of America partially intervenes in this action and brings claims 

against Defendant Connections Community Support Programs, Inc. (“Connections” or 

“Defendant”) pursuant to the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733, and common law, to 

recover treble damages sustained by, and civil penalties owed to, the United States based on 

Defendant’s conduct. 

2. From at least January 1, 2015, through at least October 31, 2019 (“the relevant 

time period”), Connections, one of the largest providers of outpatient mental health and 

substance abuse services (“mental health services” or “mental health treatment”) in Delaware, 

fraudulently billed Medicare and Medicaid by at least (i) billing for mental health services 

rendered by individuals whose professional qualifications did not allow them to bill Medicare or 

Medicaid for reimbursement under the names of individuals whose qualifications did allow for 

reimbursement and (ii) billing Medicaid for mental health services using incorrect procedure 

codes for the person performing the service, resulting in higher payments to Connections than 
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were permitted.  In falsely certifying the identity of the individual providing the mental health 

service, Connections, in violation of the False Claims Act, caused Medicare and Medicaid to pay 

for millions of dollars in services for which Connections was not entitled to reimbursement. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 31 U.S.C. § 

3730(a), and 28 U.S.C. §§ 1345, 1355, and supplemental jurisdiction over the common law and 

equitable causes of action under 28 U.S.C. § 1367(a). 

4. This court may exercise personal jurisdiction over Defendant pursuant to 31 

U.S.C. § 3732(a) and (b), and because the acts committed as described herein occurred in 

Delaware. 

5. Venue is proper in the District of Delaware under 31 U.S.C. § 3732(a), 28 U.S.C. 

§§ 1391(b) and 1395(a) because Connections transacts business within this District, and the 

events giving rise to this action occurred within this District.  

THE PARTIES 

6. Plaintiff United States of America brings this action on behalf the United States 

Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) and its operating division, the Centers for 

Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”).  CMS administers the Medicare and Medicaid 

programs.  

7. Relators Malika Spruill and Douglas Spruill are former employees of Connections 

who allege that Defendant violated the False Claims Act by submitting false or fraudulent claims 

to Medicare and Medicaid. 
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8. Defendant Connections is a 26 U.S.C. § 501(c)(3) non-profit organization formed 

under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principle place of business in Wilmington, 

Delaware.   

BACKGROUND 

A. False Claims Act 

9. The False Claims Act establishes liability to the United States for an individual 

who, or entity that, “knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for 

payment or approval,” 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A), or “knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be 

made or used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim,” id. § 

3729(a)(1)(B).  “Knowingly” is defined to include actual knowledge, reckless disregard, or 

deliberate indifference.  Id. § 3729(b)(1).  No proof of specific intent to defraud is required.  Id.   

B. Medicare Part B 

10. Medicare is a federal health insurance program for people 65 and older and for 

people under 65 with certain disabilities.  See 42 U.S.C. § 1395.  Medicare is administered 

through CMS, a division of HHS, and administration is further delegated to administrative and 

program safeguard contractors.  Medicare Part B (Medical Insurance) covers physician services 

and laboratory tests. 

11. During the relevant time period, Novitas Solutions, Inc. was the Medicare 

Administrative Contractor responsible for processing Medicare Part B claims in Delaware. 

12. In order to bill Medicare for services provided to Medicare beneficiaries, 

physicians and certain legal entities must apply for enrollment in the Medicare program by 

submitting an enrollment application.  Medicare, through its administrative contractors, evaluates 
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the representations and certifications contained on the enrollment application and determines 

whether to permit the individual or entity to enroll. 

13. The “National Provider Identifier” (“NPI”) is a standard and unique health 

identifier for health care providers.  All providers and practitioners must have an assigned NPI 

number prior to enrolling in Medicare, which then permits providers and practitioners to bill 

Medicare and receive payment.  

14. At all times relevant hereto, providers seeking to enroll in the Medicare program 

were required to sign a certification agreeing to abide by Medicare laws, regulations and 

program instructions.  Providers were also required to certify that the information contained in 

their enrollment application was “true, correct, and complete,” and agree to notify the Medicare 

administrative contractor within 90 days of any changes to the information. 

15. To obtain payment for services they provide to Medicare beneficiaries, Medicare-

enrolled providers file “claims” with the Medicare administrative contractor for their region.  

The basic requirement for any claim to be payable by Medicare is that the service must be 

“reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of illness or injury.”  42 U.S.C. 

§ 1395y(a)(1)(A).  What is “reasonable and necessary” is determined by accepted practices in the 

medical community, as further defined by statute, by regulation, by National Coverage 

Determinations issued by CMS, and by Local Coverage Determinations and guidance issued by 

the Medicare administrative contractor. 

16. The Medicare statute provides that “No payment shall be made to any provider of 

services or other person . . . unless there has been furnished such information as may be 

necessary in order to determine the amount due such provider or other person[.]”  42 U.S.C. 

§ 1395l(e). 
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17. When submitting claims for payment to Medicare, providers use payment codes 

corresponding to the services provided.  These codes are commonly referred to as “Current 

Procedural Terminology” or “CPT” codes.  By submitting claims for payment using CPT codes, 

providers represent to Medicare that they have provided the services corresponding to the codes 

and in accordance with the laws, rules, and regulations applicable to those codes. 

18. To obtain Medicare reimbursement for certain outpatient items or services, 

providers submit a claim form known as the CMS 1500 form (“CMS 1500”) or its electronic 

equivalent, known as the 837P format.  Among the information the provider includes on a CMS 

1500 or through the 837P format are certain five-digit codes, including CPT codes and 

Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System (“HCPCS”) codes, that identify the services 

rendered and for which reimbursement is sought, and the NPI of the “rendering provider.” 

19. When submitting claims to Medicare, providers certify on the CMS 1500, inter 

alia, that (a) the services rendered are medically indicated and necessary for the health of the 

patient; (b) the information on the claim form is “true, accurate, and complete”; (c) “the services 

on this form were medically necessary and personally furnished by me or were furnished 

incident to my professional service by my employee under my direct supervision, except as 

otherwise expressly permitted by Medicare”; and (d) the provider understands that “payment and 

satisfaction of this claim will be from Federal and State funds, that any false claims, statement, 

or documents, or concealment of material fact, may be prosecuted under applicable Federal and 

State laws.”  After a February 2012 revision to the CMS 1500, providers further certify that their 

claims comply “with all applicable Medicare . . . laws, regulations, and program instructions for 

payment[.]”  CMS 1500 also requires providers to acknowledge that:  “Any person who 

knowingly files a statement of claim containing any misrepresentation or any false, incomplete 
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or misleading information may be guilty of a criminal act punishable under law and may be 

subject to civil penalties.” 

20. Similarly, when enrolling to submit claims electronically, providers certify that 

they will submit claims that are “accurate, complete, and truthful.” 

21. Health care providers are prohibited from knowingly presenting or causing to be 

presented claims for items or services that the person knew or should have known were not 

medically necessary, or knew or should have known were false or fraudulent. 42 U.S.C. §§ 

1320a-7a(a)(1); 1320a-7(b)(7) (permitting exclusion of providers for the foregoing violations). 

22. A provider has a duty to familiarize itself with the statutes, regulations, and 

guidelines regarding coverage for the Medicare services it provides.  Heckler v. Cmty. Health 

Servs. of Crawford Cty., Inc., 467 U.S. 51, 64 (1984). 

23. Because it is not feasible for the Medicare program, or its contractors, to review 

medical records corresponding to each of the millions of claims for payment it receives from 

providers, the program relies on providers to comply with Medicare requirements and relies on 

providers to submit truthful and accurate certifications and claims. 

24. Generally, once a provider submits a CMS 1500, or the electronic equivalent, to 

the Medicare program, the claim is paid directly to the provider, in reliance on the foregoing 

certifications, without any review of supporting documentation, including medical records. 

C. Medicare Coverage of Claims Submitted for Mental Health Services 

25. Medicare Part B pays for diagnostic and/or behavioral mental health treatment 

provided by certain eligible professionals.  The professionals CMS has deemed eligible to bill for 

mental health treatment are physicians, clinical psychologists (“CP”), clinical social workers 

(“CSW” or “LCSW”), clinical nurse specialists (“CNS”), nurse practitioners (“NP”), physician 
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assistants (“PA”), certified nurse-midwives (“CNM”), and independently practicing 

psychologists (“IPP”).  CMS will, accordingly, reimburse for claims submitted by eligible 

professionals who have personally provided mental health treatment. 

26. Medicare Part B will also pay for mental health treatment billed “incident to” the 

professional services of a physician, CP, CNS, NP, PA, or CNM.  That means that, so long as 

Medicare’s “incident to” requirements are met, mental health treatment supervised by a 

physician or nonphysician practitioner (“NPP”) but performed by a different eligible professional 

can be billed under the physician’s or NPP’s NPI.  As such, CMS will reimburse a service billed 

“incident to” a physician’s or NPP’s professional services at the same rate as the supervising 

physician or NPP. 

27. Medicare does not authorize, and will not reimburse for, services billed “incident 

to” an LCSW’s professional services.  In other words, an LCSW is only authorized to bill 

Medicare under his or her NPI for mental health services he or she has personally performed. 

28. Medicare does not consider Certified Alcohol and Drug Counselors (“CADC”), 

Licensed Chemical Dependency Professionals (“LCDP”), Certified Co-occurring Disorders 

Professionals (“CCDP”), or social workers who do not meet the requirements of a CSW, see 42 

U.S.C. § 1395x(hh), as eligible professionals who are authorized to bill for mental health 

services.  Accordingly, Medicare does not reimburse for mental health treatment provided by 

such “non-eligible” professionals. 

29. During the relevant time period, Connections billed Medicare under Part B for 

services, including but not limited to mental health services, by submitting claims for 

reimbursement to Novitas Solutions, Inc. 
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D. Medicaid  

30. Medicaid is a joint federal-state program created in 1965 that provides healthcare 

benefits for certain groups, primarily the poor and disabled.  Each state administers a state 

Medicaid program.  The federal Medicaid statute requires each participating state to implement a 

plan containing certain specified minimum criteria for coverage and payment of claims. 42 

U.S.C. §§ 1396, 1396a(a)(13), 1396a(a)(30)(A). 

31.   CMS administers Medicaid on the federal level.  Within broad federal rules, 

each state determines eligible groups, types and range of services, payment levels for services, 

and administrative and operating procedures.  The states directly pay providers, with the states 

obtaining the federal share of the payment from accounts that draw on the United States 

Treasury.  42 C.F.R. §§ 430.0-430.30.  The federal share of Medicaid expenditures varies by 

state and can fluctuate annually. 

32. Delaware’s Medicaid program is administered through the Delaware Division of 

Medicaid & Medical Assistance (“DMMA”) within Delaware Health and Social Services 

(“DHSS”). 

33. In Delaware, Medicaid benefits are provided mainly through managed care 

organizations (“MCOs”) under contract with the state to provide health services to eligible 

individuals enrolled in their plans.   

34. The claims for payment submitted to the MCOs are deemed to be “claims” under 

the False Claims Act since the managed care plan is a “contractor, grantee, or other recipient,” 

the money is being used “to advance a Government program or interest,” and the Government 

provides or has provided a portion of the money requested or will reimburse the MCO for a 

portion of the money requested. 
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35. The vast majority of all Delaware Medicaid providers enter into direct contracts 

with the MCOs.  Through the contracts, the provider is required to agree, inter alia, to the terms 

and conditions contained therein, including that it will comply with all Delaware Medical 

Assistance Program (“DMAP”) rules, regulations, and policies, that submitted claims are 

correctly coded, and that all information submitted is true, accurate, and complete.  

36. Some Medicaid recipients are excluded from managed care or receive health 

services prior to enrollment with an MCO.  Health services for these individuals are billed fee for 

service (“FFS”) directly to and paid by DMMA through a fiscal agent.  The Delaware Medicaid 

policies apply to FFS claims. 

37. When a provider enrolls with FFS in Delaware, it must enter into a contract with 

DMMA’s Delaware Medical Assistance Program (the “Medicaid Enrollment Agreement”). 

38. In connection with the Medicaid Enrollment Agreement, the provider is required 

to, inter alia,  agree to the terms and conditions contained therein, including that it will comply 

with all DMAP rules, regulations, and policies, that submitted claims are correctly coded, and 

that all information submitted is true, accurate, and complete. 

39. Generally, once a provider submits a claim to Medicaid through an MCO or FFS, 

the claim is paid directly to the provider, in reliance on the foregoing certifications, without any 

review of supporting documentation, including medical records. 

40. As with Medicare, to obtain reimbursement from Medicaid for certain outpatient 

items or services, providers submit a CMS 1500 form or its electronic equivalent.  Among the 

information the provider includes on a CMS 1500 are CPT codes and HCPCS codes that identify 

the services rendered and for which reimbursement is sought.   
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41. The two current Delaware Medicaid MCOs are Highmark Health Options and 

AmeriHealth Caritas Delaware.  DMMA has contracted with Highmark Health Options since on 

or about January 1, 2015, and AmeriHealth Caritas since on or about January 1, 2018.  Prior to 

AmeriHealth Caritas, UnitedHealthcare was a Delaware MCO until on or about December 31, 

2017.  

E. Delaware Medicaid and MCO Coverage of Claims Submitted for Mental Health 
Services 

 
42. Medicaid (hereinafter defined to include FFS and MCOs) will pay for diagnostic 

and/or behavioral mental health treatment provided by appropriately licensed professionals.  The 

rate at which Medicaid will reimburse for mental health treatment, or the determination as to 

whether the treatment is reimbursable at all, is dependent on the qualification of the rendering 

provider and the CPT or HCPCS code used to bill for the mental health service. 

43. For FFS, Highmark Health Options, and AmeriHealth Caritas, payment for such 

services is governed by Delaware’s Medicaid policy. 

44. Pursuant to Delaware Medicaid policy, counseling, therapy, and alcohol or drug 

assessment services performed by unlicensed clinicians are not payable utilizing CPT codes 

90791 (Psychiatric Diagnostic Evaluation), 90792 (Psychiatric Diagnostic Evaluation w/ Medical 

Services), 90832 (Psychotherapy w/ Patient 30 Minutes), 90834 (Psychotherapy w/ Patient 45 

Minutes), 90837 (Psychotherapy w/ Patient 60 Minutes), and 90853 (Group Psychotherapy) 

(together, the “Mental Health CPT Codes”).  When these services are performed by unlicensed 

clinicians, they are billed under the supervising practitioner’s NPI, but Delaware’s Medicaid 

policy requires that such services be billed to Medicaid under HCPCS codes H0001, H0004, and 

H0005 (the “H Codes”), which results in a lower reimbursement amount than the Mental Health 

CPT Codes (except in some limited circumstances that are not applicable here).   
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45. The professionals that Delaware Medicaid policy has deemed licensed, and thus 

eligible to bill for mental health treatment, include physicians, psychologists, licensed clinical 

social workers (“LCSW”), advanced practice nurses (“APN”), nurse practitioners (“NP”), 

licensed professional counselors of mental health (“LPCMH”), licensed marriage and family 

therapists (“LMFT”), and licensed chemical dependency professionals (“LCDP”).  Medicaid 

will, accordingly, reimburse for claims submitted by appropriately licensed professionals who 

have personally provided mental health treatment at the reimbursement rates provided for by the 

Mental Health CPT Codes. 

46. For UnitedHealthcare, payment is governed by Delaware’s Medicaid policy along 

with a more restrictive supervisory protocol addendum to the provider contract, which was 

signed by Connections’ authorized representative in 2011. 

47. UnitedHealthcare’s supervisory protocol addendum requires that eligible non-

credentialed clinicians’ training and education include: (1) professional license eligibility; and 

(2) a minimum of a Master’s degree in a mental health/substance abuse related field. 

48. As a result, when UnitedHealthcare was the MCO, billing for mental health 

services using the H Codes was not allowed.  Moreover, any reimbursement for services 

performed by an unlicensed non-master’s level clinician was not allowed. 

49. During the relevant time period, Connections billed Medicaid for services, 

including but not limited to mental health services. 

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

50. The claims in this matter relate back to the filing of the qui tam complaint and are 

therefore timely under 31 U.S.C. § 3731(b). 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

A. Medicare and Medicaid Enrollment Applications 

51. In or around June 2007, Connections submitted an application to Medicare to 

enroll as a Multi-Specialty Clinic providing mental health and drug and alcohol treatment.  An 

authorized Connections representative signed the Medicare enrollment application and the 

required certifications as a “Director/Officer” of Connections.  During the relevant time period, 

Defendant was enrolled as a provider of healthcare services to Medicare beneficiaries.  Under the 

terms of the provider agreements, Connections agreed to comply with all of the conditions 

imposed upon it by the applicable federal law and regulations, including the requirement that it 

submit claims for reimbursement in accordance with those laws and regulations. 

52. As set forth below, Connections knew, recklessly disregarded, or was deliberately 

ignorant of, the conditions for reimbursement of services under the Medicare program. 

53. All Medicare enrollment applications submitted by Connections contained the 

following certifications: 

a. “I have read the contents of this application.” 

b. “My signature legally and financially binds this supplier to the laws, 

regulations, and program instructions of the Medicare program.” 

c. “I agree to abide by the Medicare laws, regulations and program instructions 

that apply to this supplier. The Medicare laws, regulations and program 

instructions are available through the Medicare contractor.” 

d. “I understand that payment of a claim by Medicare is conditioned upon the 

claim and the underlying transaction complying with such laws, regulations 

and program instructions . . . .” 
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e. “I agree to notify the Medicare contractor of any future changes to the 

information” contained in the application within 90 days (or 30 days for 

certain types of changes).” 

f. “I will not knowingly present or cause to be presented a false or fraudulent 

claim for payment by Medicare . . . .” 

g. “[I] will not submit claims with deliberate ignorance or reckless disregard of 

their truth or falsity.” 

54. The eligible professionals employed by Connections who were authorized to bill 

Medicare for their services each submitted to Medicare a provider enrollment form that allowed 

Connections to receive Medicare payments for the services billed under the NPIs of those 

eligible professionals. 

55. During the relevant time period, Connections was a participant in the Medicaid 

program.   

56. At least as of December 21, 2015, Connections entered into the Medicaid 

Enrollment Agreement.   

57. In the Medicaid Enrollment Agreement, Connections agreed to a number of 

certifications.  For example: 

a. “The Provider agrees, as a participant in the programs under the authority of 

the Delaware Medical Assistance Program (DMAP), to abide by the rules, 

regulations, policies and procedures of the DMAP, and comply with any of 

the terms, conditions, and requirements as set forth herein;” 

b. “The submission by or on behalf of the Provider of any claim for payment 

under the DMAP shall constitute certification by the Provider that the items or 
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services for which payment is claimed were in compliance with the DMAP 

rules, regulations and policies, including but not limited to: that the items or 

services were actually rendered by the Provider … [and] that the claim is 

correctly coded in accordance with billing instructions prescribed by the 

DMAP; and, that all information submitted with or in support of the claim is 

true, accurate, and complete.” 

c. “I understand in endorsing or depositing checks or accepting electronic fund 

transfers that payment will be from Federal and State funds and that any 

falsification, or concealment of material fact, may be prosecuted under 

Federal and State law.” 

d. “The Provider is responsible for the proper licensure and actions of his/her 

employees.  The DMAP will regard any failure to comply with the DMAP’s 

rules, regulations or policies or any negligent or fraudulent act by such an 

employee against the DMAP as an action of the Provider.” 

58. In addition, Connections entered into direct contracts with the MCOs.   

59. Connections entered into a contract with Highmark Health Options on or about 

March 5, 2015.  In the Highmark Health Options contract, Connections agreed to at least the 

following certifications: 

a. “By signing the completed form, transmitting a claim electronically, or billing 

a Highmark Delaware Member for applicable Coinsurance, Copayment, or 

Deductible amounts, either directly or through an agent, the Participating 

Provider shall be deemed to certify that the procedures and/or services 

claimed are adequately documented in both medical and billing records, have 
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been rendered by the Participating Provider and that the Participating Provider 

is entitled to receive payment from Highmark Delaware and/or Member 

within the terms, conditions, and limitations of this Agreement, the applicable 

Member Benefit Plan, the applicable benefit policies and Highmark 

Delaware’s Provider Manual.”   

b. “Participating Provider further agrees that the submission of each claim 

constitutes a certification that it has complied with all applicable Federal and 

State laws including, but not limited to, the federal anti-kickback law and 

stark law and program requirements in connection with such claims and the 

services provided therein.” 

60. Connections entered into a contract with AmeriHealth Caritas on or about 

December 13, 2017.  In the AmeriHealth Caritas contract, Connections agreed to at least the 

following certifications:  

a. “Provider recognizes that payments made by ACDE pursuant to this 

Agreement are derived from federal and State funds, and acknowledges that it 

may be held civilly and/or criminally liable to ACDE and/or the Agency, in 

the event of non-performance, misrepresentation, fraud or abuse for services 

rendered to Members, including but not limited to, the submission of false 

claims/statements for payment by Provider, it’s employees or agents.  

Provider shall be required to comply with all policies and procedures as 

developed by ACDE and the Agency, including but not limited to the 

requirements set forth in the Provider Manual and the Agency Contract, for 

the detection and prevention of fraud and abuse.  Such compliance may 
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include, but not be limited to, referral of suspected or confirmed fraud or 

abuse to ACDE.” 

b. “Provider agrees to comply with all applicable Medicaid laws, regulations 

(including applicable sub-regulatory guidance) and Agency Contract 

provisions.” 

c. “Provider understands and agrees that each claim Provider submits to the 

State or ACDE constitutes certification that Provider has complied with all 

applicable Federal and State law (including, but not limited to, the Federal 

anti-kickback law and Stark law) and Program requirements in connection 

with such claims and the services provided therein.” 

61. Connections entered into a contract with UnitedHealthcare on or about April 15, 

2011.  That contract was terminated on or about December 31, 2017.  In the UnitedHealthcare 

contract, Connections agreed to at least the following certifications:  

a. “Provider shall be bound by, accept, strictly comply with, and cooperate with, 

the requirements set forth in the Provider Manual, credentialing plan, and all 

Protocols, as amended or modified from time to time by UBH and/or Payor, 

all of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference as if set forth fully 

herein, including without limitation quality improvement activities.  Provider 

acknowledges and agrees that the Provider Manual and/or Protocols may 

contain service and contract requirements of certain Payors to which Provider 

shall strictly comply.  Provider’s failure to comply with the Provider Manual, 

Protocols and any other standards, procedures or policies may result in loss of, 
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or reduction of payment or reimbursement to Provider, termination of this 

Agreement or the imposition of other corrective action by UBH.” 

b. UnitedHealthcare’s Provider Manual also required the provider to agree that 

“[w]hen you submit a claim or encounter information you are certifying the 

information is accurate, complete and truthful.” 

62. Connections also resubmitted and recertified the accuracy of its enrollment 

information on its periodic revalidation applications, which allow it to continue participating in 

and submitting claims for reimbursement under the Delaware Medicaid program.   

63. As set forth below, Connections knew, recklessly disregarded, or was deliberately 

ignorant of, the conditions for reimbursement of services under the Delaware Medicaid program 

and the applicable MCO contracts. 

B. Treatment Locations 

64. Connections provides outpatient mental health treatment services at locations 

throughout Delaware, including at facilities located in Dover (“the Dover Clinic”), Millsboro 

(“the Millsboro Clinic”), Harrington (“the Harrington Clinic”), Newark (“the Newark Clinic”), 

Seaford (“the Seaford Clinic”), Smyrna (“the Smyrna Clinic”), and Wilmington (“the 

Wilmington Clinic”). 

65. The Dover Clinic has operated out of a number of locations and is currently 

located at 1114 S. DuPont Highway, Dover, DE.  The Dover Clinic has treated Medicare and 

Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 

66. The Millsboro Clinic has operated out of a number of locations and is currently 

located at 315 Old Landing Road, Millsboro, DE.  The Millsboro Clinic has treated Medicare 

and Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 
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67. The Harrington Clinic is located at 1 East St., Harrington, DE 19952 and has 

treated Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 

68. The Newark Clinic is located at 1423 Capitol Trail, Newark, DE and has treated 

Medicare and Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 

69. The Seaford Clinic has operated out of a number of locations and is currently 

located at 123 Pennsylvania Avenue, Seaford, DE.  The Seaford Clinic has treated Medicare and 

Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 

70. The Smyrna Clinic has operated out of a number of locations and is currently 

located at 320 N. High Street, Smyrna, DE.  The Smyrna Clinic has treated Medicare and 

Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 

71. The Wilmington Clinic has operated out of a number of locations and is currently 

located at 500 W. 8th Street, Wilmington, DE.  The Wilmington Clinic has treated Medicare and 

Medicaid patients during the relevant time period. 

C. Connections’ Electronic Submission of Claims  

72. During the relevant time period, Connections providers billed Medicare and 

Medicaid for mental health treatment services utilizing the Mental Health CPT Codes. 

73. Connections and its providers used an electronic health record system to submit 

claims to Medicare and Medicaid for reimbursement. 

74. Each time Connections entered into a Medicare Electronic Data Interchange 

(“EDI”) Enrolling Agreement, which allowed Connections and its providers to electronically 

submit claims to Medicare, Connections, through its authorized representative, certified, inter 

alia: 
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a. “That [the provider] will be responsible for all Medicare claims submitted to 

CMS or a designated CMS contractor by itself, its employees, or its agents.” 

b. “That [the provider] will submit claims that are accurate, complete, and 

truthful.” 

c. “That [the provider] will acknowledge that all claims will be paid from 

Federal funds, that the submission of such claims is a claim for payment under 

the  Medicare program, and that anyone who misrepresents or falsifies or 

causes to be misrepresented or falsified any record or other information 

relating to that claim that is required pursuant to this Agreement may, upon 

conviction, be subject to a fine and/or imprisonment under applicable Federal 

law.” 

d. “That [the provider] will research and correct claim discrepancies.” 

75. The EDI Agreements further required Connections’ authorized representative to 

attest that: 

a. “Any provider who submits Medicare claims electronically to CMS or its 

contractors remains responsible for those claims as those responsibilities are 

outlined on the EDI Enrollment. . . .  The provider furnishing the item or 

service for whom payment is claimed under the Medicare Program retains the 

responsibility for any claim regardless of the format it chooses to use to 

submit the claim.” 

b. “I understand that any individual who knowingly and willfully makes or 

causes to be made any false claim or false statement or false representation of 

a material fact in any application to the federal government for benefits or 
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payment with respect to the Medicare program may be subject to civil and/or 

criminal enforcement action which may result in fines, penalties, damages 

and/or imprisonment.” 

76. Each Connections provider who submitted a claim to Medicare through 

Connections’ electronic health record system had to certify which provider rendered the service 

billed to Medicare.  The provider who rendered the service is commonly referred to as the “bill 

to” provider, and it is that provider’s NPI that is submitted in connection with the claim for 

reimbursement. 

77. Connections was required to and did make substantially similar certifications to 

electronically bill Medicaid.  Pursuant to Delaware Medicaid policy, “Providers are responsible 

for the accuracy, truthfulness, and completeness of all claims submitted to DMAP.”  Moreover, 

by submitting a claim to Medicaid using the Mental Health CPT Codes, Connections certified 

that an appropriately licensed provider was the rendering provider in accordance with Medicaid 

policy.   

D. Connections’ Submission of False Claims to Medicare 

78. The rate at which Medicare reimburses mental health treatment, or the 

determination as to whether Medicare will reimburse mental health treatment at all, is dependent 

on the qualification of the “bill to” provider. 

79. Medicare claims records from January 2015 through October 2019 demonstrate 

that Connections providers at the Dover, Millsboro, Newark, Seaford, Smyrna, and Wilmington 

Clinics utilized the Mental Health CPT Codes to submit over 15,000 claims to Medicare for 

reimbursement for mental health services Connections provided to Medicare patients.  Medicare 
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paid Connections over $760,000.00 as a result of its claims for reimbursement for services billed 

under the Mental Health CPT Codes. 

80. Connections was only eligible for reimbursement for mental health services 

provided by eligible professionals, including physicians, CPs, LCSWs, CNSs, NPs, PAs, CNMs, 

and IPPs.  Accordingly, Medicare only reimbursed Connections for those claims in which the 

claim certified that the mental health treatment was provided by an eligible professional, such as 

an LCSW.   

81. Connections providers, however, regularly and knowingly submitted or caused to 

be submitted claims to Medicare for reimbursement under the Mental Health CPT Codes for 

services its providers certified were performed by an eligible professional, such as an LCSW, 

when the service was actually performed by a “non-eligible” professional, such as a CADC, 

CCDP, or social worker who did not meet the requirements of a CSW. 

82. Out of the approximately 15,000 claims Connections submitted to Medicare for 

reimbursement between January 2015 and October 2019, over 4,000 of those claims falsely 

certified that an LCSW or other eligible professional employed by Connections was the 

rendering provider when, in fact, the rendering provider was a “non-eligible” professional who 

was not authorized to bill Medicare and falsely billed for services for which Connections was not 

entitled to reimbursement from Medicare. 

83. For example, 

a. On December 4, 2015, Patient C.F. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  
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In reality, R.A., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

b. On February 23, 2016, Patient B.S. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5909, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, C.W., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

c. On March 23, 2016, Patient R.J. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90832 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5909, was the rendering provider.  In 

reality, A.C., identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering 

provider. 

d. On September 16, 2017, Patient W.W. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5909, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, S.S. identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

e. On August 08, 2018, Patient K.P. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90832 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that L.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX8187, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, K.H., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor, Peer 

Specialist,” was the rendering provider. 
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f. On January 29, 2019, Patient T.B. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90791 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that L.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX8187, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, D.M., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

g. On October 24, 2019, Patient S.M. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90832 at the Dover Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that L.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX8187, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, L.S., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

h. On May 12, 2015, Patient R.S. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90853 at the Smyrna Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  In 

reality, Z.H., identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering 

provider. 

i. On June 14, 2016, Patient M.D. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Smyrna Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  In 

reality, H.E., identified by Connections as a “CADC, Other Counselor,” was 

the rendering provider. 

j. On July 31, 2017, Patient Y.M. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90791 at the Smyrna Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that R.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6375, was the rendering provider.  In reality, 
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A.B., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

k. On February 8, 2018, Patient L.S. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Smyrna Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that R.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6375, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, J.S., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

l. On April 2, 2018, Patient M.M. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90853 at the Smyrna Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that R.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6375, was the rendering provider.  In reality, 

F.G., identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering provider. 

m. On February 3, 2015, Patient J.T. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90832 at the Newark Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, L.F., identified by Connections as a “CCDP-D,” was the rendering 

provider. 

n. On May 4, 2016, Patient D.R. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Newark Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, A.R., identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering 

provider. 

o. On January 26, 2017, Patient N.D. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Newark Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 
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certified that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, P.D., identified by Connections as a “CCDP-D” was the rendering 

provider. 

p. On June 1, 2018, Patient L.H. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90837 at the Newark Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, E.T., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

q. On October 7, 2019, Patient R.H. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Newark Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that M.S., LSCW, NPI XXXXXX2259, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, J.P., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

r. On May 8, 2015, Patient C.S. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90791 at the Millsboro Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, M.M., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

s. On May 10, 2016, Patient J.H. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Millsboro Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, P.T., identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering 

provider. 
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t. On April 14, 2017, Patient K.L. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90832 at the Millsboro Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that C.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX9938, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, J.R., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

u. On March 13, 2018, Patient A.C. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Millsboro Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, C.H., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

v. On October 25, 2019, Patient K.D. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Millsboro Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that C.J., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5806, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, M.H., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

w. On March 16, 2018, Patient V.B. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Seaford Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, S.R., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

x. On May 15, 2018, Patient D.C. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90853 at the Seaford Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that L.B., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX7189, was the rendering provider.  In reality, 
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S.P., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

y. On July 17, 2019, Patient K.W. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90837 at the Seaford Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that C.J., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5806, was the rendering provider.  In reality, 

J.G., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

z. On July 29, 2019, Patient M.S. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90853 at the Seaford Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement certified 

that C.J., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5806, was the rendering provider.  In reality, 

J.J., identified by Connections as a “Peer Specialist,” was the rendering 

provider. 

aa. On August 8, 2019, Patient S.W. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90832 at the Seaford Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that C.J., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5806, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, D.W., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

bb. On June 15, 2015, Patient B.L. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90791 at the Wilmington Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, T.S., identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering 

provider. 
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cc. On December 14, 2016, Patient S.T. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90832 at the Wilmington Clinic.  The claim for 

reimbursement certified that M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5909, was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, C.A., identified by Connections as an “Other 

Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

dd. On August 8, 2017, Patient J.C. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Wilmington Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that L.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6088, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, R.S., identified by Connections as a “CADC, Master Therapist,” 

was the rendering provider. 

ee. On April 6, 2018, Patient L.L. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90837 at the Wilmington Clinic.  The claim for reimbursement 

certified that L.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6088, was the rendering provider.  

In reality, A.C., identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

ff. On November 27, 2018, Patient D.G. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Wilmington Clinic.  The claim for 

reimbursement certified that J.R., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX8834, was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, R.P., identified by Connections as a “Master 

Therapist,” was the rendering provider. 

gg. On September 4, 2019, Patient L.L. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Wilmington Clinic.  The claim for 

reimbursement certified that L.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6088, was the 
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rendering provider.  In reality, D.S., identified by Connections as a “CADC, 

Master Therapist,” was the rendering provider. 

84. At times, Connections providers utilized an LCSW as the “bill to” provider when 

submitting claims for reimbursement to Medicare at a specific location even though the LCSW 

used as the “bill to” never treated patients at that location.  For example, Relator Malika Spruill 

has never treated patients at the Millsboro Clinic.  Despite knowing that Relator Malika Spruill 

did not provide patient services at the Millsboro Clinic, Medicare claims records demonstrate 

that between February 2016 and June 2018 Connections providers regularly used Relator Malika 

Spruill and her NPI as the “bill to” when billing Medicare for mental health services when other 

providers – and not Malika Spruill – provided the patient service. 

85. Every time a Connections provider selected an eligible professional, such as an  

LCSW, as the “bill to” provider when submitting a claim for reimbursement to Medicare under 

the Mental Health CPT Codes, when a “non-eligible” provider rendered the mental health service 

being billed for, the Connections provider did so with actual knowledge that the “bill to” 

provider was not the rendering provider or with deliberate ignorance or reckless disregard of the 

truth or falsity of the fact that the “bill to” provider did not render the services for which 

Connections billed Medicare.   

86. Connections’ submission of false or inaccurate claims was material to Medicare’s 

reimbursement determination because it directly affected the amount of reimbursement: absent 

Connections’ false claims, Connections was not eligible to be reimbursed by Medicare at all for 

those services. 
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87. Connections’ submission of false or inaccurate claims was material to Medicare’s 

reimbursement determination because the government has a vested interest in ensuring that only 

properly licensed or credentialed providers are rendering mental health treatment. 

88. Connections and its providers knew that the qualification of the “bill to” provider 

was a material fact to Medicare’s determination whether to reimburse for mental health 

treatment.  For example, Local Coverage Determination L35101, which sets forth the criteria for 

reimbursement for certain mental health services billed under the Mental Health CPT Codes, 

only allows for reimbursement when a psychiatrist, CP, CSW, psychiatric nurse practitioner, 

CNS, or PA is the rendering provider. 

89. In addition, the Medicare Benefit Policy Manual and specific guidance from 

Novitas Solutions Inc. makes clear that services furnished incident to an LCSW’s or CSW’s 

personal professional service are not reimbursable by Medicare. 

90. Connections knew that if it submitted claims for payment for services billed under 

the Mental Health CPT Codes that were performed by ineligible providers, Medicare would not 

reimburse such claims. 

91. If CMS had known that Connections was falsely or fraudulently representing that 

a service was performed by an eligible professional such as an LCSW when it was not, CMS 

would not have paid the claim. 

92. Accordingly, Connections was not entitled to reimbursement for any claim 

submitted in connection with the Mental Health CPT Codes in which Connections falsely 

certified that the rendering provider was an eligible professional such as an LCSW when the 

actual rendering provider was a different “non-eligible” professional.  
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93. Medicare claims records from January 2015 through October 2019 demonstrate 

that Medicare paid Connections more than $225,000.00 as a direct result of Connections falsely 

submitting over 4,000 false claims to Medicare representing that an eligible professional 

rendered a patient service billed under the Mental Health CPT Codes when, in fact, a “non-

eligible” professional rendered the patient service instead. 

E. Connections’ Submission of False Claims to Medicaid 

94. The rate at which Medicaid will reimburse mental health treatment, or the 

determination as to whether certain MCOs will reimburse mental health treatment at all, is 

dependent on the qualification of the rendering provider and the CPT or HCPCS Code used to 

bill for the mental health service. 

95. Medicaid claims records from January 2015 through October 2019 demonstrate 

that Connections providers at the Dover, Harrington, Millsboro, Newark, Seaford, Smyrna, and 

Wilmington Clinics utilized the Mental Health CPT Codes to submit at least 257,212 claims to 

Medicaid for reimbursement for mental health services Connections provided to Medicaid 

patients.  Medicaid paid Connections over $14,743,321.95 as a result of its claims for 

reimbursement for services billed under the Mental Health CPT Codes. 

96. For FFS, Highmark Health Options, and AmeriHealth Caritas, Connections was 

only eligible for reimbursement for mental health services provided by licensed professionals 

including physicians, psychologists, LCSWs, LPCMHs,  LMFTs, NPs, APNs, and LCDPs using 

the Mental Health CPT Codes.  Accordingly, when FFS, Highmark Health Options, and 

AmeriHealth Caritas reimbursed Connections at the higher rate for services billed under the 

Mental Health CPT Codes, they did so because, in billing under those Codes, Connections 

certified that the mental health treatment was provided by an appropriately licensed professional. 
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97. Connections providers, however, regularly and knowingly submitted or caused to 

be submitted claims to FFS, Highmark Health Options, and AmeriHealth Caritas for 

reimbursement under the Mental Health CPT Codes for services its providers certified were 

performed by an appropriately licensed professional when the service was actually performed by 

a professional who was considered unlicensed pursuant to Delaware Medicaid policy. 

98. When an unlicensed professional rendered mental health services, Connections 

should have billed FFS, Highmark Health Options, and AmeriHealth Caritas using the H Codes.  

When Connections submitted a false claim that represented that an appropriately licensed 

professional performed the service when, in reality, it was performed by an unlicensed 

professional, Connections received a partial overpayment that it should not have received. 

99. For UnitedHealthcare, Connections was only eligible for reimbursement for 

mental health services under the Mental Health CPT Codes when those services were provided 

by an individual considered appropriately licensed under Delaware Medicaid policy or who met 

UnitedHealthcare’s supervisory protocol addendum.    

100. When a clinician who was not considered licensed under Delaware Medicaid 

policy and who did not meet the requirements of the supervisory protocol addendum rendered 

mental health services, Connections was entirely ineligible to bill UnitedHealthcare for any 

reimbursement.  For every time that Connections submitted false claims that represented that a 

professional eligible to bill UnitedHealthcare under the Mental Health CPT Codes performed the 

service when, in reality, it was performed by a professional who was not eligible to bill 

UnitedHealthcare under the Mental Health CPT Codes, Connections received a complete 

overpayment that it should not have received. 
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101. Out of the approximately 257,212 claims Connections submitted to Medicaid, 

approximately 67.9% of those claims falsely certified that an eligible clinician rendered the 

service utilizing the Mental Health CPT Code when, in fact, the rendering provider was a “non-

eligible” professional who was either not authorized to bill Medicaid or whose services 

Connections were not entitled to full reimbursement from Medicaid under the Mental Health 

CPT Codes. 

102. For example, 

a. On January 2, 2015, Patient L.L. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Wilmington Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The claim 

was billed under L.S., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX2388.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider or a 

master’s level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol was 

the rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, T.S., met neither of 

those requirements. 

b. On February 6, 2015, Patient K.H. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Newark Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The claim 

was billed under S.N., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX1140.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90853, Connections certified that a licensed provider or a 

master’s level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol was 

the rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, L.B., met neither of 

those requirements. 

c. On June 13, 2016, Patient T.P. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90832 at the Dover Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The claim was 
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billed under F.E., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX2574.  By submitting a claim under 

CPT Code 90832, Connections certified that a licensed provider or a master’s 

level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, A.C., met neither of 

those requirements. 

d. On November 29, 2016, Patient N.N. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Millsboro Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The 

claim was billed under C.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX9938.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

or a master’s level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, A.T., met 

neither of those requirements. 

e. On March 13, 2017, Patient D.L. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90791 at the Smyrna Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The claim 

was billed under R.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6375.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90791, Connections certified that a licensed provider or a 

master’s level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol was 

the rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, G.M., met neither of 

those requirements. 

f. On May 25, 2017, Patient M.C. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90853 at the Harrington Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The claim 

was billed under L.S., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX3568.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90853, Connections certified that a licensed provider or a 
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master’s level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol was 

the rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, L.J., met neither of 

those requirements. 

g. On November 7, 2017, Patient D.R. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Millsboro Clinic to UnitedHealthcare.  The 

claim was billed under L.M., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX7624.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90837, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

or a master’s level clinician otherwise eligible under the supervisory protocol 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, the rendering provider, K.D., met 

neither of those conditions. 

h. On December 8, 2017, Patient A.C. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Dover Clinic to Highmark Health Options.  The 

claim was billed under F.E., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX2574.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, D.D., an unlicensed provider, 

identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

i. On January 2, 2018, Patient A.M. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Newark Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas 

Delaware.  The claim was billed under M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2259.  

By submitting a claim under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a 

licensed provider was the rendering provider.  In reality, C.E., an unlicensed 
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provider, identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

j. On January 2, 2018, Patient T.S. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90853 at the Smyrna Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The claim 

was billed under R.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6375.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90853, Connections certified that a licensed provider was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, F.G., an unlicensed provider, identified by 

Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering provider. 

k. On January 22, 2018, Patient W.M. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Dover Clinic to Medicaid FFS.  The claim was 

billed under M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5909.  By submitting a claim under 

CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, D.D., an unlicensed provider, identified by 

Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

l. On January 26, 2018, Patient D.P. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Harrington Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The 

claim was billed under M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5909.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90837, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, S.H., an unlicensed provider, identified 

by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

m. On January 29, 2018, Patient S.R. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Millsboro Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The 

claim was billed under K.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2486.  By submitting a 
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claim under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, N.J., an unlicensed provider, identified 

by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

n. On April 6, 2018, Patient E.R. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Millsboro Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The claim 

was billed under L.M., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX7624.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, D.C., an unlicensed provider, identified by 

Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

o. On April 10, 2018, Patient T.N. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90837 at the Seaford Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The claim 

was billed under L.B., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX7189.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90837, Connections certified that a licensed provider was the 

rendering provider.  In reality, A.D., an unlicensed provider, identified by 

Connections as a “CADC, Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

p. On May 17, 2018, Patient A.F. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90834 at the Smyrna Clinic to Highmark Health Options.  The 

claim was billed under J.M., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX3811.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, L.C., an unlicensed provider, identified 

by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

q. On June 26, 2018, Patient C.M. received mental health treatment billed under 

CPT Code 90832 at the Wilmington Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The 
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claim was billed under L.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6088.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90832, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, A.C., an unlicensed provider, identified 

by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering provider. 

r. On August 29, 2018, Patient T.E. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Wilmington Clinic to Highmark Health 

Options.  The claim was billed under L.T., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX6088.  By 

submitting a claim under CPT Code 90837, Connections certified that a 

licensed provider was the rendering provider.  In reality, A.C., an unlicensed 

provider, identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the 

rendering provider. 

s. On November 30, 2018, Patient T.P. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90834 at the Newark Clinic to Highmark Health Options.  

The claim was billed under E.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX7123.  By submitting 

a claim under CPT Code 90834, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, P.W., an unlicensed provider, 

identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

t. On January 2, 2019, Patient B.M. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Newark Clinic to Medicaid FFS.  The claim 

was billed under M.S., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX2259.  By submitting a claim 

under CPT Code 90853, Connections certified that a licensed provider was the 
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rendering provider.  In reality, D.P., an unlicensed provider, identified by 

Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering provider. 

u. On January 9, 2019, Patient M.C. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90791 at the Dover Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The 

claim was billed under L.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX8187.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90791, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, D.D., an unlicensed provider, 

identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

v. On August 19, 2019, Patient B.V. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90791 at the Harrington Clinic to Highmark Health Options.  

The claim was billed under J.M., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX3811.  By submitting 

a claim under CPT Code 90791, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, P.M., an unlicensed provider, 

identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

w. On September 5, 2019, Patient L.D. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90837 at the Seaford Clinic to Highmark Health Options.  

The claim was billed under L.C., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX8187.  By submitting 

a claim under CPT Code 90837, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, M.L., an unlicensed provider, 

identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 
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x. On October 8, 2019, Patient T.H. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Millsboro Clinic to Highmark Health Options.  

The claim was billed under G.C., LPCMH, NPI XXXXXX5460.  By 

submitting a claim under CPT Code 90853, Connections certified that a 

licensed provider was the rendering provider.  In reality, A.F., an unlicensed 

provider, identified by Connections as a “CADC,” was the rendering provider. 

y. On October 31, 2019, Patient J.W. received mental health treatment billed 

under CPT Code 90853 at the Seaford Clinic to AmeriHealth Caritas.  The 

claim was billed under C.K., LCSW, NPI XXXXXX5806.  By submitting a 

claim under CPT Code 90853, Connections certified that a licensed provider 

was the rendering provider.  In reality, M.H., an unlicensed provider, 

identified by Connections as an “Other Counselor,” was the rendering 

provider. 

103. Every time a Connections provider used the Mental Health CPT Codes when 

submitting a claim for reimbursement to FFS, Highmark Health Options, and AmeriHealth 

Caritas when an unlicensed professional rendered the mental health service being billed for, the 

Connections provider did so with actual knowledge that Connections was not entitled to the 

higher rate of reimbursement under the Mental Health CPT Codes or with deliberate ignorance 

or reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the claim for reimbursement. 

104. Every time a Connections provider used the Mental Health CPT Codes when 

submitting a claim for reimbursement to UnitedHealthcare when the professional who rendered 

the mental health service being billed for was not eligible for reimbursement from 

UnitedHealthcare based on their professional qualifications, the Connections provider did so 
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with actual knowledge that Connections was not entitled to reimbursement for the service billed 

for or with deliberate ignorance or reckless disregard of the truth or falsity of the claim for 

reimbursement. 

105. Connections’ submission of false or inaccurate claims was material to Medicaid’s 

reimbursement determination because it directly affected the amount of reimbursement: absent 

Connections’ false claims, Connections was not eligible to be reimbursed by Medicaid at all for 

some of those services, or at the rate reimbursed for others. 

106. Connections’ submission of false or inaccurate claims was material to Medicaid’s 

reimbursement determination because the government has a vested interest in ensuring that only 

properly licensed or credentialed providers are rendering mental health treatment or, at least, 

ensuring that Medicaid does not overpay when unlicensed individuals are rendering such 

treatment. 

107. Connections and its providers knew that the qualification of the rendering 

provider was a material fact to Medicaid’s determination whether to reimburse for mental health 

treatment.  For example, UnitedHealthcare had a supervisory protocol addendum that 

specifically addressed these services.  Moreover, FFS, Highmark Health Options, and 

AmeriHealth Caritas follow the Medicaid policy which also specifically addresses these services.   

108. Connections knew that if it submitted claims for payment for services billed under 

the Mental Health CPT Codes that were performed by unlicensed providers, UnitedHealthcare 

would not reimburse such claims. 

109. Connections knew that if it billed FFS, Highmark Health Options, and 

AmeriHealth Caritas using the appropriate H codes to reflect the licensure and credentials of the 

person who actually rendered the service, it was only eligible for the lower H Code 
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reimbursement rate.  Instead, Connections used the Mental Health CPT Codes, which resulted in 

higher reimbursement rates that Connections was not entitled to receive.     

110. If Medicaid or any of the MCOs had known that Connections was falsely or 

fraudulently representing that a service was performed by a licensed professional when it was 

not, UnitedHealthcare would not have paid the claim, and FFS, Highmark Health Options, and 

AmeriHealth Caritas would have paid the claim at the lower H Code rate. 

111. Medicaid claims records from January 2015 through October 2019 demonstrate 

that Medicaid paid Connections more than $4,356,910.90 as a direct result of Connections 

submitting false claims to Medicaid representing that a licensed professional rendered a patient 

service billed under the Mental Health CPT Codes when, in fact, an unlicensed professional 

rendered the patient service instead.  The $4,356,910.90 overpayment accounts for Medicaid’s 

total overpayment through UnitedHealthcare for Connections’ submission of non-eligible claims 

for services performed by unlicensed clinicians who did not meet the supervisory protocol 

addendum, and the partial overpayment through FFS, Highmark Health Options, and 

AmeriHealth Caritas for Connections’ submission of claims for services performed by 

unlicensed clinicians that should have been submitted for reimbursement at a lower rate by using 

the H Codes. 

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF 

COUNT ONE 

112. This is a claim under the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A). 

113. The United States realleges and incorporates by reference each and every 

allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 111 of this complaint. 
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114. Defendant knowingly (as defined by 31 U.S.C. § 3729(b)) presented or caused to 

be presented false or fraudulent claims for payment or approval by the United States in violation 

of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A).  That is, Defendant knowingly submitted 

and/or caused to be submitted claims seeking reimbursement for services provided by a specific 

person at a specific rate when that person did not perform the services.  Each such submission 

“constitute[d] a false or fraudulent claim for purposes” of the False Claims Act.  42 U.S.C. § 

1320a-7b(g).  

115. By reason of the foregoing, the United States suffered actual damages in an 

amount to be determined at trial, and is therefore entitled under the False Claims Act to treble 

damages plus a civil penalty for each false or fraudulent claim, as provided by 31 U.S.C. 

§ 3729(a). 

COUNT TWO 

116. This is a claim under the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(B).   

117. The United States realleges and incorporates by reference each and every 

allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 111 of this complaint. 

118. Defendant knowingly (as defined by 31 U.S.C. § 3729(b)) made, used, or caused 

to be made or used, a false record or statement material to a false or fraudulent claim in violation 

of the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(B).  That is, Defendant made and/or caused to 

be made numerous false records and statements, including false statements in claim forms 

submitted to Medicare and Medicaid, by falsely certifying, inter alia, that (i) the claims complied 

with all applicable laws regulations, and program instructions for payment, and (ii) the services 

Defendant billed to Medicare and Medicaid were provided by the provider listed on the claim 

form or by a provider authorized to bill “incident to” the provider listed on the claim form. 
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119. By reason of the foregoing, the United States suffered actual damages in an 

amount to be determined at trial, and is therefore entitled under the False Claims Act to treble 

damages plus a civil penalty for each false or fraudulent claim, as provided by 31 U.S.C. § 

3729(a). 

COUNT THREE 

120. This is a claim at common law for unjust enrichment. 

121. The United States realleges and incorporates by reference each and every 

allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 111 of this complaint. 

122. As a consequence of the conduct and acts set forth above, Defendant was unjustly 

enriched at the expense of the United States through the false claims submitted to Medicare and 

Medicaid during the relevant period. 

123. The United States suffered actual damages as a result of Defendant’s conduct.  

Defendant is therefore liable to the United States for actual damages, interest and the costs 

associated with the investigation, prosecution and collection of the debt in this matter. 

COUNT FOUR 

124. This is a claim at common law for payment by mistake. 

125. The United States realleges and incorporates by reference each and every 

allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 111 of this complaint. 

126. As a consequence of the conduct and acts set forth above, Defendant caused the 

United States to make payments by mistake for claims submitted to Medicare and Medicaid 

during the relevant time period and, as a result, the United States has suffered actual damages.   
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WHEREFORE, plaintiff United States of America respectfully requests that judgment 

be entered in its favor and against Defendant as follows: 

1. As to Counts One and Two (False Claims Act) for (i) statutory damages in an amount 

to be established at trial, trebled as required by law, and such penalties as are required 

by law; (ii) the costs of this action, plus interest, as provided by law; and (iii) any 

other relief this Court deems appropriate, to be determined at trial. 

2. As to Count Three (Unjust Enrichment), for (i) an amount equal to the amount the 

Defendant was unjustly enriched, plus interest; (ii) the costs of this action, plus 

interest, as provided by law; and (iii) any other relief this Court deems appropriate, to 

be determined at trial. 

3. As to Count Four (Payment by Mistake), for (i) an amount equal to the money paid 

by the United States, and illegally retained by the Defendants, plus interest; (ii) the 

costs of this action, plus interest, as provided by law; and (iii) any other relief this 

Court deems appropriate, to be determined at trial. 

JURY DEMAND 

 The United States requests a trial by jury with respect to all issues so triable. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
   

      DAVID C. WEISS 
      UNITED STATES ATTORNEY 
 
     By:  /s/  Laura D. Hatcher                                                             

Laura D. Hatcher 
      Jesse S. Wenger 
      Assistant United States Attorneys 
      1313 N. Market St., Suite 400 
      Wilmington, Delaware 19801 
      (302) 573-6277   
 
       
DATED:  April 9, 2021 
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